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About this Release
The purpose of the Business Intelligence (BI) Direct for WebRMS 1.1 release is to be
compatible with WebRMS 3.3 and SAP Business Objects Enterprise 4.0 SP9. This document
describes changes to BI Direct for WebRMS for version 1.1. Although the information in this
document is current as of the product release, see the Intergraph Support website for the most
current version.
This document is only an overview and does not provide all of the details about the product's
capabilities. See the user guide and other documents provided with BI Direct for WebRMS for
more information.

Enhancements
Compatibility
If you are a BI Premium customer and you also have BI Direct, use the table below to ensure
that you install the correct version of BI Direct so that the SAP BOE version is compatible.

BI Premium

BI Direct

SAP BOE

WebRMS

01.03

01.00

4.0 SP4

3.1

None

01.01

4.0 SP9

3.3

Security
High-level table security has been implemented on a per-user basis. For example, if a user
does not have privilege in WebRMS to view arrest data, the user will not be able to view arrest
data within BI Direct for WebRMS. When reports are generated that contain objects from
multiple modules where the user does not have access to some of the modules, the result rows
are generated with the restricted columns blanked. This feature has been implemented in all BI
Direct for WebRMS universes.
Any customized security implemented in WebRMS is not reflected in BI Direct for
WebRMS.
For more detailed information on security, see the BI Direct for WebRMS Security in the BI
Direct for WebRMS System Administrator Guide.
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Known Issues

Known Issues
Long Text Objects
There is an issue with the BOE software when reporting on Long Text objects when the data
returned is larger than 180K characters. This issue has been filed with SAP and is awaiting
resolution.
These fields are typically used for Narratives and Notes. There are six standard universe objects
in BI Direct for WebRMS that use Long Text objects:
Arrests Universe


Arrest Comments



Arrest SPC Narrative



Arrest SOC Narrative

Field Interview Universe


FI Synopsis

Incidents Universe


Inc. Narrative



Inc. Vehicle Comments

Security Issue
When opening a report with secured user credentials, the following error message may appear
(this is observed in the SAP BOE SP9 environment).
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Known Issues
Workaround
1. Log on to the Information Design Tool (IDT).
2. Click the Security Editor icon.

3. Enter the BOE Server login credentials.
4. In Security Editor, navigate to an individual universe.


Click the data security profile



Remove and remap BID WebRMS Row Level Security.

<universe-name>.

5. Repeat step 3 for all universes and save the changes.
This resolves the security issue, and the error message will not appear when the report is
opened with secured user credentials.
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